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ABSTRACT 
Using comparative studies as background, I develop 
a Zen model for reading Stevens, arguing that his poetry 
works in the manner of Zen anecdotes and that it can be 
understood better by understanding Zen. Three critical 
studies of Wallace Stevens and Zen assert the Zen-like 
qualities of Stevens' poetry. Stevens has affinities with 
Zen writers in three areas: use of language, explorations 
into the nature of thought, and the structure of anecdotes 
and poems. 
I develop a terminology in order to construct my model, 
giving attention to the definitions and interrelations 
of terms such as logical thought, figurative thought, 
paradox, metaphor, imagination, koan, and enlightenment. 
In my discussion of each of these terms, I include a reading 
of one of Stevens' poems and references to several others. 
The major poems I discuss are: "Thirteen Ways of Looking 
at a Blackbird," "The Idea of Order at Key West," "The 
World as Meditation," "Connoisseur of Chaos," "Anecdote 
of the Jar," "Of Mere Being," "The Snow Man" and "Not Ideas 
about the Thing But the Thing Itself." 
Some Zen anecdotes suggest that language and thought 
are by nature figurative. Other anecdotes assert that 
both figurative and literal interpretations are ascribed 
rather than intrinsic in perception. Zen's preoccupation 
with language seeks to demonstrate the figurative nature 
of all thought beyond literal reality. I read Stevens' 
Imagination, his most common theme, from the perspective 
of Zen's treatment of the nature of thought and language. 
The imagination is man's ability to order the chaos of 
his perceptions of nature by ascribing figurative meaning 
to literal reality. Stevens celebrates the creative, 
ordering nature of the mind in many of his poems. 
Zen anecdotes also point to the mind's tendency to 
treat metaphor as if it were literal, as in the story of 
the woman who pointed her finger at the moon and became 
so involved in her finger that she forgot the moon. Many 
of Stevens' poems also point to this tendency to assume 
metaphor as empirical description. 
Zen has a linguistic device, the koan, which 
demonstrates that making metaphor absolute is insufficient 
for revealing figurative projections upon the literal 
existence of facts. A koan is a question, riddle or 
anecdote which appears logical in structure, yet resists 
structural analysis and logical comprehension. One "gets" 
a koan in the same way one "gets" a joke. When one "gets" 
a joke, suddenly the unreal universe of the joke becomes 
coherent: everything fits. The ensuing laughter results 
from an intuitive leap beyond logic. Koans work in the 
same manner. 
Stevens has many poems which resist logical 
apprehension through structural analysis alone. I base 
my reading of these poems on my explanation of the koan. 
Structural analysis leads one to ask logical questions 
about the meaning of the poem. These questions lead to 
a closer reading of the poem; however, fuller apprehension 
of the poem (getting the poem) comes when, frustrated with 
rigid, dualistic explanations, one moves beyond them to 
an intuitive understanding of the unity of the oppositions. 
In this manner one moves beyond the structuralist 
oppositions that undermine intuitive understanding of the 
poems. 
Enlightenment can be described as the response one 
has when one gets a koan. I use the concept of 
enlightenment to further develop my model. Enlightenment 
is the goal of Zen, but the goal is to be reached and sought 
anew constantly. To believe that when one is first 
enlightened, one is finished is a mistake. Zen encourages 
re-entering the world of metaphor and creation instead 
of remaining in the euphoric but unproductive state of 
self-gratifying enlightenment. Greater levels of 
enlightenment can always be sought. 
Many of Stevens' poems can be read as enlightenment 
poems about the necessity of re-entering the world to strive 
for further enlightenment. By constructing a Zen model 
for reading Stevens' poetry, I hope to illuminate that 
dynamic of renewed perception and continual creativity 
found in his poetics. 
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Zen originated in India around 500 B.C. The prince 
Siddhartha Gautama despaired about death and the unhappiness 
of life, so he decided to seek higher wisdom. After 
meditating under the Bodhi-tree for several years, he had 
a revelation. He spent the rest of his life traveling 
and teaching others what he had learned. He came to be 
known as Buddha, the Enlightened One. 
Buddha taught that we are only temporary manifestations 
of an eternal, Absolute Being. To escape despair and 
achieve dominance over the physical world, we must study, 
live to do good and concentrate to achieve control of the 
mind and body. If successful, we pass good karma 
(consequential acts) onto later incarnations and are 
eventually freed from perpetual birth, death and rebirth, 
entering a state of nirvana (liberation of the ego into 
bliss). Buddha is said to have reached nirvana on his 
death. 
One thousand years later, around 520 A.D., a monk 
brought Buddhism to China. His name was Bodhidharma (Bodhi, 
enlightenment; Dharma, Truthful Way or Law). The 
assimilation of Buddhism into Chinese culture modified 
Buddhism into what is known as Zen, which later spread 
to Japan and around the world. 
The teachings were passed down through a series of 
patriarchs, chosen by their predecessors, in an assumed 
continuous lineage from Buddha. For 150 years in China, 
these monks were upper-class scholars, but then a simple 
man (the sixth patriarch) was chosen to carry on the 
teaching. He was an illiterate woodchopper named Hui-neng 
who so impressed Hungjen (the leading master of the period) 
that he was given the position (Campbell 142-143). Since 
then, Zen Buddhism has been available to anyone. 
Zen differs from orthodox Buddhism in its 
understatement of karma, reincarnation, dharma and other 
dogmatic traditions. Zen tradition emphasizes meditation, 
concentration, and the physical discipline of study, rather 
than achieving nirvana. It is possible, however, to become 
enlightened at any time, enlightenment does not necessarily 
require years of monastic study; a dedicated layman may 
become enlightened (Zen 3-7). 
If Zen can be said to have a goal, that goal is 
enlightenment. "The achieving of enlightenment in Zen 
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is not at all a rational or methodical process. It's 
completely nonrational, unexplainable, and intuitive" (Zen 
6). The most important aspect of enlightenment to 
understand is its intuitive nature. This aspect of 
enlightenment is accessible to us because we know implicitly 
what constitutes intuitive experience; however, our 
imprecise sense of intuition also makes enlightenment 
difficult to explain. To be truly understood, enlightenment 
must be experienced. 
Many writers attempt to describe enlightenment in 
rapturous terms: "It can happen to you. In a flashing 
moment something opens. You are new all through. You 
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see the same unsame world with fresh eyes. This 
universe-renewing power comes by grace, not logic. Whatever 
you do or wherever you are seems to make little difference. 
It doesn't make sense. It makes you" (Reps 111 ). 
Enlightenment is often accompanied by surprised laughter 
and euphoria. Reps also writes, "Instantly mind frees. 
How it frees! • • • Look at it this way, inside out and 
outside in: CONSCIOUSNESS everywhere, inclusive, through 
you. Then you can't help living humbly, in wonder" (211 ). 
Such a tone commonly marks many descriptions of 
enlightenment. 
Alan Watts speaks of enlightenment in slightly calmer 
terms: "Satori (enlightenment) really designates the sudden 
and intuitive way of seeing into anything, whether it be 
remembering a forgotten name or seeing into the deepest 
principles of Buddhism. One seeks and seeks, but cannot 
find. One then gives up, and the answer comes by itself" 
(Way 161). Watts describes here another important aspect 
of enlightenment which is that it usually follows a 
frustrated attempt at understanding, coming only when one 
is frustrated with striving. 
Perhaps enlightenment is clearer if put in Western 
terms. We have small instances of enlightenment every 
day. As Watts mentioned, remembering a name after giving 
up is a kind of enlightenment. We also become enlightened 
when we suddenly understand a complicated concept after 
hours of study. Some writers compare enlightenment to 
getting a joke. Simply put, enlightenment is an intuitive 
understanding which arrives after a frustrated attempt 
at logical understanding. Enlightenment in Zen is only 
more intense than these everyday enlightenments, because 
the level of concentrated effort to understand has been 
higher than the effort typical of ordinary consciousness. 
The method of teaching Zen is aimed at creating an 
environment and presenting conundrums which are conducive 
to enlightenment. Zen teachers attempt to frustrate or 
shock the student into having an intuitive experience and 
to guide him to successive enlightenments. The primary 
device of Zen study is the koan. 
A koan is a riddle or anecdote which cannot be 
explained or understood by logical interpretation. The 
student is given one of these questions and told to 
concentrate on it. He is to return to the teacher daily 
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to report his progress on the problem, and the teacher 
declares him enlightened when he answers satisfactorily. 
Normally, if one has become enlightened, it is not necessary 
for the teacher to pronounce it; the pronouncement is only 
a formality. 
Lucien Stryk compares koans to a certain quality in 
the joke. They share a degree of "compactness, point, 
and wisdom to be found only in the finest writing" (388). 
Laughter is an understandable response even though koans 
are meant to do more than create laughter. It is fitting 
to compare koans to jokes because enlightenment is so often 
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accompanied by sublime laughter. 
Many of these koans seem like complete nonsense to 
the casual reader, but they have been preserved for 
centuries by scholars so perhaps deserve further 
consideration. The purpose of a koan is to break the mind 
of logical restraints which inhibit intuition. 
Understanding, therefore, is not comprehension in the usual, 
rational sense. Koans can only be apprehended when the 
mind, frustrated with logic, makes an intuitive leap, beyond 
logic and self-consciousness. (Zen 9). 
One famous koan presents a typical conundrum: "Shuzan 
held up his staff and waved it before his monks. 'If you 
call this a staff,' he said, 'you deny its eternal truth. 
If you do not call this a staff, you deny its present fact. 
Tell me, just what do you propose to call it?"' (Zen 16). 
This koan contains a common characteristic of koans in 
that it demonstrates the limits of language. Although 
two people can discuss a staff without confusion, no word 
used to describe it encompasses all of its possible 
ramifications. Any way of talking about the staff works 
for the sake of conversation, but language is inadequate 
to describe its reality. Language does not change the 
literal reality of the staff (By literal reality, I mean 
things available for interpretation, as they exist before 
we name and interpret them). It does exist, but language 
fails in an attempt at completeness of description. The 
koan forces you to think intuitively and move beyond 
choosing one of the proposed answers. A Zen student would 
be frustrated in his attempts to find an adequate way of 
talking about the staff and would hopefully make an 
intuitive leap into a perception of the staff which permits 
both interpretations instead on relying on the either-or 
projections of the language which limit complete 
apprehension. 
We have philosophical questions in the West which 
are similar to koans: "What happens when an irresistible 
force meets an immovable object?" This question, like 
koans, demonstrates the limitations of language. We have 
words which describe two impossible occurrences coming 
to an impossible conflict. The language of the question 
is logical, but it is completely unanswerable in logical 
terms. 
AFFINITIES 
The increasing popularity of Zen in the United States 
in recent years coincides with scientific explorations 
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into the limits of dualistic thought. Alan Watts explains 
that physics has reached the point at which our very notion 
of matter is in jeopardy. "Western thought has changed 
so rapidly in this century that we are in a state of 
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considerable confusion" (Way ix-x). As traditional concepts 
of space, time, motion and other "laws" change, we find 
ourselves adrift in a universe more and more like the 
Buddhist principle of the "Great Void." The "great void" 
can be likened to perception without a belief system such 
as Religion or Science. We are reaching the limits of 
traditional, scientific inquiry and should investigate 
other explanations of the relationships among matter, energy 
and language that constitute "reality." Books like The 
Tao of Physics explore the affinities between modern physics 
and Zen. 
Zen commentators demonstrate this "great void" by 
showing the limits of language. This attention to language 
makes Zen similar to Stevens' poetry: many of his poems 
confront the failure of language and logic to express 
reality. Jerome Griswold reads Stevens' poetry as "a poetry 
of epistemological failures that allows for the discovery 
of what Buddhists call "right thinking" (11). More than 
many poets, Stevens uses language to point out the 
limitations of language. 
One simple way Stevens' poetry frustrates the reader's 
attempt to use logic is his habit of using a title that 
does not obviously fit the poem. This dissonance creates 
a tension from the beginning which provokes the reader 
to explore the relationship between the title and the 
meaning of the poem. Often the only way to understand 
the relationship is an intuitive understanding similar 
to getting a joke (Richardson 405). 
One such confusing title is "The Desire to Make Love 
in a Pagoda" (OP 91 ). The title itself is a joke and the 
poem simply plays on the theme. The title can be taken 
two ways: it can be the desire of a human or the desire 
of a pagoda. The confusing title makes the understanding 
of the poem intuitive rather than rational; understanding 
a joke is an intuitive process (Sukenick 215). 
Another affinity between Stevens and Zen is obscurity. 
Students of Zen are often frustrated by what seems to be 
unnecessary difficulty. Perhaps this difficulty is best 
explained by D.T. Suzuki: "When it attempts to explain 
itself by means of a philosophical system it is no longer 
Zen pure and simple; it partakes of something which does 
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not strictly belong to it. However rational the explanation 
may be, Zen is then adulterated" (Essays 20). This 
rejection of systematic rational explanation is common 
in Zen texts. Herrigel writes "No reasonable person would 
expect the Zen adept to do more that hint at the experiences 
which have liberated and changed him, or to attempt to 
describe the unimaginable and ineffable truth by which 
he now lives'' (9). The meaning and explanation of Zen 
exist only in the experience of Zen. 
Stevens believes that meaning exists only in the poem 
and cannot be reduced to paraphrase or explication. In 
a letter to Hi Simmons he wrote, "A long time ago I made 
up my mind not to explain things, because most people have 
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so little appreciation of poetry that once a poem has been 
explained it has been destroyed; that is to say, they are 
no longer able to seize the poem" (Letters 346). Stevens 
was known for refusing to explicate his poems. He even 
wrote several poems, such as "Gray Stones and Gray Pigeons" 
(CP 140), which are riddles. Like most riddles, these 
poems are not successful if they have to be explained. 
Ronald Sukenick suggests further the reason for 
Stevens' obscurity. "The less specific the language of 
a poem is for the reason [to comprehend it], presumably, 
the more suggestive power will it have for the imagination. 
• • • It must be explained not by being reduced to prose 
statement, but by being described as a poem" (77). To 
have a complete description of a poem, paradoxically, is 
for the poem to describe itself. As in Zen koans and poems, 
the meaning exists in the language of the poem rather than 
in the prose explanation of it. 
Stevens' poem "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird" 
(CP 92) has a special affinity with Zen haiku and 
enlightenment poetry. One similarity is in the quiet, 
almost lonely tone of the poem and this Zen haiku: 
On a withered beech 
A crow is perched 
In the autumn evening (Ross 185). 
The loneliness comes from the absence of any need for human 
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projections of meaning onto the scene. Compare this haiku 
to Stanza xiii of "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird": 
It was evening all afternoon. 
It was snowing 
And it was going to snow. 
The blackbird sat 
In the cedar-limbs (CP 95). 
This stanza, like Watt's haiku, describes the loneliness 
of pure perception that comes from the absence of necessity 
for a human interpretation. A supreme quiet and peace 
captures the mood of nature and unadulterated perception. 
The solitary bird is an apt character for this scene because 
it provides a focal point for perception without providing 
any necessity for interpretation beyond observation. 
In the poem the blackbird "acts in each section to 
bring out the meaning of the context in which it is 
involved. Its meaning depends on each context, just as 
the meaning of that context depends on it" (Sukenick 71-72). 
This aspect of the poem has to do with the interconnected-
ness of all life, a basic tenet of Zen. A person, of 
course, perceives the scene, but he is inextricable from 
the scene because he makes no impression on it. 
Another tenet of Zen found in the poem is that of 
"ascribed meaning." Numerous ways exist to look at a 
blackbird; thirteen is an arbitrary number. The blackbird 
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is the literal aspect of perception which the perceiver 
may interpret in any number of ways. It "suggests nothing 
beyond itself, or it suggests what you want to make it 
suggest" (Sukenick 76). The meanings that the blackbird 
acquires are products of the perceiver, rather than inherent 
features of the perceived object itself. 
Although many affinities are apparent between Stevens 
and Zen, it is difficult to find direct influence. Contexts 
for probable influence might be conjectured. Stevens was 
studying at Harvard at a time when there was great 
enthusiasm abbut Asian religion. F. May Mullers' 
translations of Sanskrit texts and editions of Japanese 
Buddhist works were studied and discussed by Stevens' 
circle. Asian thought also came indirectly through Kant 
and Hegel who were popular during Stevens' Harvard years. 
They wrote about the limitations of reason and language 
in apprehending reality (Richardson 62-63). 
Richardson, writes, "In connection to the Eastern 
texts, my perception is that it was the literature of Zen 
Buddhism that most enticed Stevens though no titles of 
the classical Zen collections remain in Stevens' library, 
if he had in fact, once acquired them ••• " (24). He 
did, however, keep a small statue of the Buddha in his 
room because it was "so simple and explicit" (328). 
Richardson's perception is, nonetheless, purely speculation. 
Any direct influence of Zen on Stevens is difficult 
to establish. He, in fact, denies influence: "While, of 
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course I come down from the past the past is my own and 
not something marked Coleridge, Wordsworth, etc. I know 
of no one who has been particularly important to me. My 
reality--imagination complex is entirely my own even though 
I see it in others" (Letters 792). Despite the lack of 
evidence for direct influence, it is possible to explore 
the linguistic and philosophical affinities between Stevens 
and Zen. 
COMPARATIVE STUDIES 
Three critics, Robert Aitken, Jerome Griswold, and 
Robert Tompkins have written articles about similarities 
between Stevens and Zen. Aitken offers many helpful 
insights about both Stevens and Zen, involving the nature 
of perception, emptiness, and emergence into the world 
after enlightenment. Griswold discusses that general 
problem of using structuralist literary criticism to talk 
about Zen and responds to Aitken's article. Tompkins 
attempts an in-depth study of the process of intuitive 
understanding in Zen and Stevens, but sacrifices the clarity 
and strength found in Aitken and Griswold. 
Aitken denies any Asian influence on Stevens; 
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nevertheless, he sees a profound relationship between 
Stevens and Zen, based on the "mind of winter" found in 
"The Snow Man," which he compares to the mind of white 
paper found in Zen stories. Both cases involve the 
emptiness of a world without metaphor. "The ultimate 
experience of perception of 'pine-trees crusted with snow,' 
or of 'the sound of the wind,' is the explicit sense that 
there is only that phenomenon in the whole universe; as 
Stevens expresses: 'the sound of the wind ••• is the 
sound of the land'" (70). 
True perception in Zen is perception without 
interpretation by the perceiver. The usual state of man, 
however, is perception with interpretation and projection 
of meaning onto the perceived. Aitken sees this projection 
in "Oak Leaves Are Hands" (CP 272), in the fantasy of Lady 
Lowzen, "For whom what is was other things." Aitken writes, 
"Presuming that our emotional concerns are the center, 
we project ourselves onto the wind and the leaves, smearing 
them with our feeling" (70). In order to make the world 
have meaning for us, we ascribe meaning to it, marring 
our perception of things as they exist independently of 
our perception. Aitken sees this concept of Zen in many 
of Stevens' poems such as: "Questions Are Remarks" (CP 
462) and "Notes toward a Supreme Fiction" (CP 380). 
The goal is to see things as they are. "Empty infinity 
and great potential, the nature of all things as realized 
by the mature Zen Buddhist is also the vision of the Snow 
Man, with his mind of winter and his capacity to perceive 
vividly" (Aitken 71). When one perceives the world free 
of projections, one realizes the emptiness of all things, 
including the self. "When body and mind fall away, the 
self is zero. The listener is 'nothing himself' and thus 
experiences the 'nothing that is not there,' which is all 
things just as they are, with no associations. • • • With 
this perception the great potential is fulfilled, and all 
things are the self" (71). The surroundings and the self 
are one, both possessing the potentcy of emptiness. The 
self becomes infinitely powerful in its identity with the 
world, a unifying power that Stevens will later assert 
results from "decreation" (Relations 174). The world of 
the uncreated is one of infinite creative possibilities 
for the poet. 
Aitken reads "The Snow Man" (CP 9) as a poem about 
the point just before enlightenment. The "Snow Man" 
perceives the emptiness of all things, but fails to go 
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one step further into realization of the infinity of the 
self and creative possibilities. He reads "Tea at the 
Palaz of Hoon" (CP 65) as a completion of "The Snow Man." 
In this poem, the enlightened one emerges from the moment 
of pure perception, just as the Buddha got up from the 
Bodhi tree and began teaching after he was enlightened. 
"Confirmed by all things, Hoon walked the universe in royal 
aloneness ••• " (72). Aitken concludes, "I am content 
to acknowledge Stevens as one of the very few great poets 
who will be a source of endless inspiration for future 
generations of Western Zen teachers" (72). 
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Jerome Griswold's response to Aitken begins with a 
general discussion of the problems with literary criticism, 
especially criticism of Zen, which is especially hard to 
discuss because Zen resists rational discussion. Zen 
involves a search for the absolute truth, yet to discuss 
the absolute truth is impossible, if confined to rational 
evaluation. The search for the absolute truth leads you 
to the conclusion that there is no absolute truth beyond 
the myriad impression of the human consciousness. "The 
complete exhaustion of critical discourse provides the 
opportunity for transcendence, the shift to a different 
plane, to what D.T. Suzuki calls (after considering whether 
Zen is nihilistic) a 'higher affirmation"' (3). It is 
especially difficult for Western critics to understand 
something by not understanding something, by realizing 
a liberating "nothingness," because Western tradition is 
so linked to the search for literal understanding. 
The poetry of Zen also cannot be read critically. 
Like Imagist poems, there simply is not the material for 
extended, conventional critical analysis. In A Zen Wave, 
Aitken discusses Zen poetry in a way that demonstrates 
the difficulty of talking about it. "This is the criticism 
that cancels itself out" (7). In this manner, Aitken is 
able to talk about the absolute without really talking 
about it. 
Griswold thinks it fitting that Aitken chose Stevens 
over more obviously Zen-influenced poets. He compares 
Stevens' poem "The Green Plant" (CP 506) to a Zen koan. 
Both deal with the way the mind projects reality and 
obscures the thing itself. "What I said about Stevens' 
'The Green Plant' suggests, I hope, why Aitken sees a link 
between Stevens' poetry and Zen" (11). In "The Green 
Plant," the plant is the reality that the people cannot 
see, because they project what they expect to see. 
Griswold agrees with Aitken's reading of "The Snow 
Man" up to a point, but believes that the poem does take 
the final step into enlightenment. He reads the poem as 
an elaborate joke. The emptiness that the Snow Man 
perceives is still a step removed from reality, based on 
his own emotions. Even though Griswold disagrees with 
Aitken in this interpretation, he believes that Aitken 
has created a helpful path to Zen through literary 
criticism. 
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Robert Tompkins examines how Stevens, like the 
Buddhists, "analyzes the poetic image, the icon of the 
self, in an attempt to turn thought and language back on 
itself so as to reveal its origins in an original insight, 
a new and radically altered relation to language, thought, 
being, and time" (28). He discusses how this process works 
in several of Stevens' poems such as: "Madame La Fleurie" 
(CP 507), "Course of a Particular" (OP 96) and "The World 
as Meditation" (CP 520). 
In Tompkins' discussion of "The World as Meditation," 
he explores how the subjective and objective worlds merge 
and create new meaning. He reads it as a poem about the 
self and "whether and how a self which exists by imagining 
those forms and images through which it interprets and 
appears to itself, can ever penetrate that process in such 
a way as to bring it into consciousness" (31 ). If the 
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self creates itself, how can it ever have enough objectivity 
to see the process by which it came into being? Hence, 
the self creates endless fictions of itself. 
Tompkins also discusses "The Auroras of Autumn" (CP 
411) and "The Rock" (CP 525) in depth, comparing them to 
Zen poems. He ends by saying "Stevens' poems thus provide 
us with a record of a way of thinking that is able to break 
its own code, solve is own puzzle, and move into a boundless 
reality of the imagination" (39). Like previous critics 
who investigate the affinities between Zen and Stevens, 
Tompkins primarily discusses general similarities. 
THE MODEL 
My study differs from a study of similarities in both 
approach and depth. I will suggest a new way of reading 
Stevens, rather than merely extrapolating common 
observations from among the critical studies or simply 
listing similarities between Stevens and Zen. The 
previously discussed critical work does, however, provide 
background for the development of my model. 
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The basic problem with reading Stevens involves the 
limits of dominant trends in Western thought. "Western 
concepts drawn from religion, depth psychology, or 
philosophy cannot interpret Stevens' final realization 
simply because they presuppose that 'later reasoning' which, 
at the end, he surpassed" (Tompkins 26). Western thought 
demands that there be a prime mover or a logical cause 
behind all language and action. Stevens, like Zen 
commentators, does not always include a "later reasoning" 
for language and action. In fact, searching for the 
logical cause may be a hindrance to reading him. 
My study of Stevens will develop a reading based on 
an exploration of intuition rather than merely logical, 
conventional explication. This approach offers an affirming 
use of "nothingness" in reading Stevens' poetry, rather 
than assuming nothingness is nihilistic, and attempts to 
explain much of his canon from this new perspective in 
which the distinction between literal and figurative thought 
becomes blurred. 
Many Zen anecdotes deal with the figurative nature 
of thought and language. Zen commentators suggest that 
language dictates what we think and perceive, that we create 
literal versions of reality by ascribing figurative meaning 
to them through language. One Zen anecdote especially 
deals with the figurative nature of thought and language: 
"one windy day two monks were arguing about a flapping 
banner. The first said, 'I say the banner is moving, not 
the wind.' The second said, 'I say the wind is moving, 
not the banner.' A third monk passed by and said, 'The 
wind is not moving. The banner is not moving. Your minds 
are moving'" (Zen 53-54). The only literal fact is the 
concept of motion. Each of the monks has a different way 
of talking about what is happening. All of them offer 
rational explanations for the motion, but all of them 
project an interpretation onto the unnamed presence of 
motion. 
Zen commentators concentrate constantly on language 
and try to demonstrate its figurative nature in anecdotes 
such as this one. We constantly ascribe·interpretation 
to literal reality (things without projection), giving 
meaning to the chaos of perception. The nature of the 
interpretation is language, itself a figurative 
construction. 
Other Zen anecdotes demonstrate that even 
interpretation that seems literal is in fact ascribed: 
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"Baso said to a monk, 'If I see you have a staff, I will 
give it to you. If I see you have no staff, I will take 
it away from you'" (Zen 23). This anecdote is illogical 
unless you see that the only literal fact is the wood in 
the staff. Ownership, giving, and taking all seem literal 
until you realize that they add nothing to the wood made 
into the staff. They are all ascribed characteristics 
of reality, just as the shaping of wood into a staff is 
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a shaping of the existence of the wood. Many Zen anecdotes 
illuminate the fact that language adds figurative meaning 
to literal reality and even shapes it. 
Consciousness in Zen is a creative force, the greatest 
power of the human mind. This is the force which bestows 
meaning onto literal reality. Obviously, consciousness, 
meaning, and literal reality are inseparable. Without 
interpretation, literal reality appears as meaningless 
chaos; we have, then, no objective interpretation of the 
world: we only respond instinctively to sense impressions 
and interpret using both our reason and our imagination. 
Logic alone, however, is not enough. 
I read Stevens' concept of the Imagination in the 
same way that I read Zen's treatment of the figurative 
nature of thought and language. He writes constantly about 
the Imagination as the creative power which makes sense 
out of the chaos of reality. Stevens' Imagination is closer 
to Coleridge's "primary imagination" than to Coleridge's 
notion of "fancy." In other words Stevens' imagination 
is man's ability to make order out of the chaos of his 
perceptions of nature, rather than the "fixities and 
def inites" of willed fantasy that evade the chaos of 
perception (Coleridge 516). Other critics, such as Ellwood 
Johnson, have noticed this: "Imagination, for Stevens, 
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then is a very large term used to designate the transforming 
activities of the mind without which we could not experience 
reality except as a meaningless chaos of sense impressions" 
(30). 
In Stevens' essay "The Imagination as Value" he said, 
"The imagination is the only genius" (NA 139). He 
demonstrates this again and again in his poetry. He also 
says, "My final point, then, is that the imagination is 
the power that enables us to perceive that normal in the 
abnormal, the opposite of chaos in chaos" (NA 153). The 
imagination is what allows us to make sense of our world. 
Stevens celebrates the creative power of the human 
mind in "The World as Meditation" (CP 520). The theme 
of the poem is creating order out of chaos. Penelope is 
alone and has no chance for happiness unless she can create 
an order out of her loneliness. She manages to do this, 
creating a reality in which she is constantly ready for 
Ulysses' return and he is constantly approaching. "She 
and Ulysses exist together in her imagined reality of him 
moving closer" (Marshall 88). 
Penelope creates a self with which to welcome Ulysses 
and also imagines Ulysses creating a self with which to 
meet her. "To do all this the poetic thinker must 'compose' 
herself in the sense of achieving a meditative, receptive 
state" (Rusk 17). Penelope remains constantly in this 
state. The meditative mood is arrived at in part because 
Penelope is "Repeating his name with its patient syllables" 
(CP 521), a process analogous to the Zen discipline of 
rhythmic breathing while "sitting" or meditating. 
The poem ends up being a reconciliation of opposites, 
comprised by Ulysses' presence in Penelope's imagination 
and his absence in literal reality. The reconciliation 
through Penelope's meditation occurs on a higher level 
of truth than that of ordinary consciousness. She knows 
that she is alone, yet she knows too that Ulysses is 
returning to her. With her imagination, she can transcend 
one reality for another that she creates. The coming of 
Ulysses becomes more real to Penelope than his absence. 
"Gubbinal" (CP 85) also celebrates the power of the 
imagination. You have the choice to see the sun in any 
way you wish: "That strange flower, the sun,/Is just what 
you say./Have it your way." The poem goes on to suggest, 
however, beautiful ways to talk about the sun: 'jungle 
feathers," animal eye," and "savage of fire." Unlike 
Penelope, people often unconsciously project an ugly world 
for themselves. The world can be seen as you choose, and 
the imagination is powerful enough to create a beautiful 
world. 
Another poem that asserts the affirmative effects 
of the imagination is "Disillusionment of Ten O'clock" 
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(CP 66), which laments the lack of imagination in the town. 
None of the people are colorful or unusual; they do not 
"dream of baboons and periwinkles." The only person 
creating interesting worlds with his imagination is "an 
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old sailor,/Drunk and.asleep in his boots." 
These poems illustrate the nurturing power of the 
creative mind. Some Zen anecdotes demonstrate very clearly 
the way the imagination projects meaning onto reality: 
"Two monks, Tanzan and Ekido, were walking down a muddy 
street in the ·city. They came on a lovely young girl 
dressed in fine silks, who was afraid to cross because 
of all the mud. 'Come on, girl,' said Tanzan. And he 
picked her up in his arms, and carried her across. The 
two monks did not speak again till nightfall. Then, when 
they had returned to the monastery, Ekido couldn't keep 
quiet any longer. 'Monks shouldn't go near girls,' he 
said--'certainly not beautiful ones like that one! Why 
did you do it?' 'My dear fellow,' said Tanzan. 'I put 
that girl down, way back in the city. It's you who are 
still carrying her!'" (Zen 41). The literal reality was 
that Tanzan carried the girl. Ekido, though, carried her 
in a more important way--in his imagination. 
A Stevens' poem, "The Idea of Order at Key West," 
(CP 128), demonstrates clearly the way the imagination 
works for him. In this poem, two men witness the 
imagination at work in the form of a singer on the seaside. 
The poem juxtaposes the reality of the sea and the 
projections of the singer's imagination: "The water never 
formed to mind or voice." Imagination and reality never 
meet completely, but they constantly interact. 
He describes the singer and the sea by what they are 
not, being unable to describe precisely what they are. 
"It may be that in all her phrases stirred/The grinding 
water and the gasping wind;/ But it was she and not the 
sea we heard." (CP 129)~ Although her song is anchored 
in the reality of the sea, they look to the imagination 
to give meaning to the scene. 
The sea is "merely a place by which she walked to 
sing." Reality is the material for the imagination, but 
has little meaning in itself. The listeners are more 
interested in the song than in the reality of the sea: 
"It was the spirit that we sought" (CP 129). The 
imagination is the source of meaning in the poem and in 
the world. 
The listener goes on to say that if her song were 
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only the voice of the sea, it would be sound only "repeated 
in a summer without end." But the imagination is more 
than the sea, the singer's voice and the listener's voices. 
Imagination and reality are necessary complements of each 
other, and together they create consciousness greater than 
either of them alone. 
The lines "It was her voice that made/The sky acutest 
at its vanishing" emphasize the imagination's power to 
make sense of the world by dividing it into pieces. We 
understand by making distinctions. Without distinguishing, 
we have no chance of perceiving reality; she "Knew that 
there never was a world for her/Except the one she sang 
and, singing, made" (CP 130). 
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In the sixth stanza the listeners leave the seaside 
and return to to\ As they do, they see different ways 
in which reality is tlivided so that it is coherent. The 
lights on the fishing boats "Mastered the night and 
portioned out the sea, . • • enchanting night" ( CP 1 30). 
The word enchanting is r•oteworthy because it is as if 
reality is under the spell of the distinguishing 
imagination. Moving away from the sing~r, their perception 
is changed, since she is no longer interpreting for them. 
Different divisions and ·lanations of the scene are 
possible, but divisions ' : 11 must be made if the scene 
is to be understood. 
The listener ends by praising the imagination: "Oh 
Blessed rage for order." Without it, reality appears to 
be a meaningless chaos. Imagination must constantly adapt 
to changing reality, making "ghostlier demarcations, keener 
sounds" (CP 130). We must refine continually the use of 
the imagination because reality is constantly changing; 
hence, the imagination must adhere to what is real or it, 
too, is chaos. 
Another poem exploring the dynamic of the imagination 
is "Dezembrum" (CP 218). Stevens seems to affirm a duality 
of "man and god," claiming, "Over and over again you have 
said,/This great world, it divides itself in two." In 
probing the play of matter and spirit, the poem discusses 
different ways of interpreting the night sky: "a junk shop," 
"old fire-balls," and "names of girls." All of these 
interpretations are capable of "filling the imagination's 
need" to shape reality. A person perceiving the night 
sky feels the desire to give meaning to it in some way, 
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and many ways are adequate. The poem ends by saying that 
"reason can give nothing at all/Like the response to 
desire," which is the response unfulfilled in the 
constraints of logic. Yet, in imaginative desire, Stevens, 
while preserving matter and spirit as distinct entities, 
also unifies man and God in the godlike transcendence of 
the human imagination. 
"Stanzas For 'The Man With the Blue Guitar'" (OP 72-73) 
is a poem about a musician who projects meaning onto reality 
with his imagination. In this case, the musician changes 
reality by playing it on a guitar: 
I play them on a blue guitar 
And then things are not as they are. 
The shapings of the instrument 
Distort the shape of what I meant, 
Which takes a shape by accident. 
Yet what I mean I always say. 
The accident is how I play (OP 72-73). 
The guitar changes reality, shaped by the instrument. 
The distortion, however, comes from the use of the guitar. 
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The musician's technique surpasses both instrument and 
the literal score of the music, just as the imagination 
surpasses literal reality. The accident is that spontaneous 
experience of enlightenment that comes about in the play 
of the imagination. This poem demonstrates the way the 
imagination shapes reality. There is a danger, however, 
of treating the metaphoric world of the imagination as 
if it were literal reality. 
Some Zen anecdotes point to the mind's tendency to 
treat metaphor as if it were literal. Consider the story 
of a woman who pointed her finger at the moon and eventually 
mistook her finger for the moon. She became so involved 
in her finger that she forgot that metaphor can only point 
at "the thing itself." To concentrate too completely on 
the metaphor is to lose touch with literal reality. 
People often lose touch with their literal selves 
because of figurative construction. "Our problem is that 
the power of thought enables us to construct symbols of 
things apart from the things themselves. This includes 
the ability to make a symbol, an idea of ourselves apart 
from ourselves. Because the idea is so much more 
comprehensible than the reality, the symbol so much more 
stable than the fact, we learn to identify ourselves with 
our idea of ourselves" (Watts, Way 119-120). The problem 
delineated by Watts is the inclination for people to forget 
that symbols participate in their reality. The inward 
way of Zen is to awaken the self's participation in the 
idea of self, thus unifying the two seemingly disparate 
senses of self. Zen teachers commonly grapple with this 
problem. 
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Stevens discusses the tendency to treat the figurative 
as if it were literal in "The Noble Rider and the Sound 
of Words" (NA 3-36). "The imagination loses vitality 
as it ceases to adhere to what is real. When it adheres 
to the unreal and intensifies what is unreal, while its 
first effect may be extraordinary, that effect is the 
maximum effect that it will ever have" (6). This confusion 
of the enhanced "unreal" with the intensified "real" is 
the same problem as that of the woman who mistook her finger 
for the moon. 
Stevens also explores the mind's tendency to make 
metaphor literal in many of his poems. "Connoisseur of 
Chaos" (CP 215) begins with two statements which at first 
seem contradictory: 
A. A violent order is disorder; and 
B. A great disorder is an order. 
A destructive order is not orderly at all and an important, 
impressive disorder becomes an order by definition. The 
poem illustrates that the two initial propositions are 
actually different ways of stating the same idea: ''These/Two 
things are one" (CP 215). Or as Sukenick notes, "There 
is a greater unity which transcends order and disorder" 
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The second section presents a series of oppositions: 
If all the green of spring was blue, and it is; 
If the flowers of South Africa were bright 
On the tables of Connecticut, and they are; 
If Englishmen lived without tea in Ceylon, and 
they do; 
These contradictions are examples of verbal impositions 
of the imagination on reality. Sukenick argues that "there 
must be, in reality, as opposed to the mind's impositions 
on it, a law by which opposites are dialectical and resolve 
into 'essential unity'" (105). 
The problem in the world, however, is that we treat 
figurative constructions as if they were literal reality, 
and sometimes our figurative construction is not adequate 
to account for the literal reality. The "bishops' books" 
say that the opposites partake of one God and therein lies 
the unity, but "The squirming facts exceed the squamous 
mind," (CP 215). The order of Christianity can be a 
disorder because it doesn't always suffice to "resolve 
the world." 
Section IV also contains two propositions. The first 
is that any old order will become a disorder. This order 
is not important in itself, though. It is "Just one more 
truth, one more/Element in the immense disorder of truths" 
(CP 216). A revelation like this seems, at first, to 
be a valid order. Even this order, however, will one day 
become a disorder. To treat this figurative construction 
like a literal truth is a mistake. 
He goes on to say that the two propositions are not 
fixed "like statuary," but rather are "things chalked/On 
the sidewalk so that the pensive man may see." Even the 
two propositions, which in the first section are stated 
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like two great didactic truths, are going to become disorder 
in time. They are there for the pensive man to contemplate. 
The pensive man, however, is able to see the unity 
that is beyond order and disorder. Like the eagle "for 
which the intricate Alps are a single nest," he is able 
to see the unity of all of the intricate orders and 
disorders presented to him and to reconcile them into a 
single awareness. He avoids the problem of making 
figurative language literal by avoiding all metaphor for 
what he sees. Instead of using metaphor, he perceives 
the unity of the scene as it is, without the projections 
of the imagination, yet the imagination is the source of 
the unity. 
"Oak Leaves Are Hands" (CP 272) is about a woman living 
entirely in the world of figurative language. She lives 
in the figurative interpretation of her past and "skims 
the real for its unreal." This projection is the opposite 
of true perception. Lady Lowzen, "for whom what is was 
other things," has no present identity. As the title 
suggests, this is a world composed entirely of metaphor. 
"The Green Plant" (CP 506) is about the ideas people 
have about autumn as death and how those ideas fail in 
their account of reality. It is October and they 
figuratively call the season autumn, even though there 
is still a green plant which is the reality that makes 
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their figurative constructions inadequate. Griswold writes, 
"Stevens • • • shows how these emotions create a kind of 
intellectual overlay that comes between people and their 
perception of autumn itself ••• But in the last third 
of the poem, the mind is arrested by the green plant. 
Here is something outside of the whirlwind of emotion; 
unlike what precedes it in the poem, the green plant stands 
out of the 'legend' created when memory and expectation 
construe the world in their own fashion. The green plant 
is not seen in terms of the emotions of its observer but 
as something of the 'reality of which it is a part"' (10). 
Griswold, in short, asserts the tendency to treat figurative 
ideas as if they are literal. 
Stevens constantly expresses an ambivalence between 
the beauty of the imagination and the danger of treating 
figurative constructions as literal reality. Two poems, 
"Last Looks at the Lilacs" (CP 48) and "Two Figures in 
Dense Violet Night" (CP 85), examined together demonstrate 
this ambivalence. They both involve a woman dissatisfied 
with her lover because of his use of the imagination. 
"Two Figures" describes a woman complaining to her lover 
about his lack of imagination. She wants him to enhance 
the environment with his imagination. The woman in "Last 
Looks at the Lilacs" is about as dissatisfied because her 
lover's stupid metaphors absolutely ruin the beautiful 
reality around them. He compares the smell of Lilacs to 
soap and thus misses the possibil{ty of finding pleasure 
or meaning in the reality of the lilacs themselves. 
Stevens, though ambivalent, is not simply being 
contradictory. He believes that there is no way to 
reconcile the beauty of the imagination with the danger 
of losing touch with reality in figurative construction. 
Stevens resists any reductive sense of the imagination 
in which a one--to--one correspondence between the 
characteristics of imagination and rational values exist. 
"It does not seem possible to say of the imagination that 
it has a certain single characteristic which of itself 
gives it a certain single value as, for example, good or 
evil. To say such a thing would be the same thing as to 
say that the reason is good or evil or, for that matter, 
that human nature is good or evil" (NA 133). 
Sheehan addresses this characteristic concluding that 
"for Stevens, then, metaphor is both the prelude to 
knowledge and the evasion of reality. Metaphor becomes 
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the prelude to knowledge when it orders 'things as they 
are' in their uniqueness and isolation into meaningful 
relationships; it becomes the evasion of reality when these 
relationships are accepted as the complete and actual 
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description of reality. To see the world only as smothered 
in a relationship, or to see it only as an assemblage of 
unique and isolated objects, is for Stevens not to know. 
But to see the world as both, through metaphor--to move 
continually between 'The bough of summer and the winter 
branch' (CP 67)--is to be capable of knowing" (66). The 
important thing for Stevens is to play constantly between 
the two opposites of transcending reality or evading it. 
J. Hillis Miller also discusses Stevens' ambivalence: 
"The worst evil is a victory of one power over the other, 
a romanticism which kicks itself loose of the earth, or 
a pressure of reality so great that it overwhelms 
imagination" (223). Miller describes the work of poetry 
to be "The continual creation of new fictions after the 
old ones have been destroyed" (224). Miller also writes 
that, in his later poetry, Stevens resolves the duality 
of imagination and reality and discovers they are 
inextricable from each other (274). 
As discussed above, the koan is the device for breaking 
out of the trap of figurative language that denies reality 
or refuses Miller's sense of the destruction necessary 
to create "new fictions." Some of the koans are more 
frustrating than others: "The student Tokusan used to come 
to the master Ryutan in the evenings to talk and to listen. 
One night it was very late before he was finished asking 
questions. 'Why don't you go to bed?' asked Ryutan. 
Tokusan bowed, and lifted the screen to go out. 'The hall 
is very dark,' he said. 'Here, take this candle,' said 
Ryutan, lighting one for the student. Tokusan reached 
out his hand, and took the candle. Ryutan leaned forward, 
and blew it out" (Zen 16). 
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This koan raises the question "Why did Ryutan blow 
out the candle?" It could be a punishment for complaining, 
a comment on light and dark, or a lesson in finding one's 
way in the dark. None of these explanations, however, 
seem quite to fit. One gets the feeling that one is missing 
something and becomes frustrated. Perhaps, the candle 
is a metaphor for light. The teacher is demonstrating 
that it is light that Tokusan needs, not a candle. The 
student has made a mistake similar to that of mistaking 
one's finger for the moon. This question is not answerable 
in rational terms. It can only be understood by intuition. 
Zen writers often suggest that you must become one with 
the koan. Any explanation of a koan is somehow 
unsatisfying. You must respond to it with your whole being. 
Watts further discusses the necessity of the 
frustration of logic: "The life of Zen begins, therefore, 
in a disillusion with the pursuit of goals which do not 
really exist--the good without the bad, the gratification 
of a self which is no more that an idea, and the morrow 
which never comes. For all these things are a deception 
of symbols pretending to be realities, and to seek after 
them is like walking straight into a wall upon which some 
painter has, by the convention of perspective, suggested 
an open passage. In short, Zen begins at the point where 
there is nothing further to seek, nothing to be gained" 
(Way 125). Watts is explaining why it is imperative to 
become frustrated with logic in order to move on to 
enlightenment.' 
Stevens has many poems which, like koans, resist 
logical apprehension through structural analysis alone. 
The most famous of these poems is "Anecdote of the Jar" 
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(CP 76). A jar is placed in Tennessee, and the two elements 
affect each other. The poem sets up the binary oppositions 
of technology/nature and dead/alive, among others. 
Structural analysis leads you to question which is the 
changed and which is the changer. These questions lead 
to a closer reading of the poem. Fuller apprehension of 
the poem, however, comes when, frustrated with rigid, 
dualistic explanations, one moves beyond them to an 
intuitive understanding of the unity of the oppositions. 
The oppositions actually depend on each other for their 
existence and importance. The scene is comprised of both, 
and perception of it does not necessitate their opposition. 
Many Zen anecdotes are compared to jokes in their 
effect. Others are just frankly funny: "Goso said: 'Suppose 
you meet a Zen master on the road. You can't talk to him. 
You can't stand there silent. What can you do?' [To this 
koan, one of Mumon's comments was: 'Whack him one!']" (Zen 
20). The translation of this koan is good because the 
translator preserved the casual language of the original. 
When asked an impossible question such as that, the only 
correct or possible response is an intuitive response 
similar to the response to a joke. 
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Another koan including an impossible conundrum contains 
a famous question of Zen in an especially ludicrous 
situation: "Kyogen said to his pupils: 'Zen is a man hanging 
from a tree over a cliff. He is holding on to a twig with 
his teeth. His hands hold no branch. His feet find no 
branch. Up on the cliff edge a man shouts at him: 'Why 
did Bodhidharma come from India into China?' 'If he fails 
to answer he is lost. If he answers, he dies. What must 
he do?'" (Zen 48). The question is not merely ridiculous; 
it necessitates an intuitive response. No rational response 
can ever be correct, because there is no rational answer. 
Both of these koans are rationally inaccessible as 
narratives and can only be responded to in the way one 
responds to jokes. A joke has no meaning if one doesn't 
"get" it. In the same manner, these koans have no meaning 
unless one responds to them intuitively. One "gets" them 
in the same way one "gets" a joke. When one "gets" a joke, 
suddenly the unreal universe of the joke becomes coherent; 
everything fits. The ensuing laughter results from an 
intuitive leap beyond logic. Similarly, koans depict the 
structure of thought, and in getting the koan, the structure 
of thought becomes coherent. One way that koans often 
work is to point out the fallacy of either/or questions. 
An intuitive response is one that encompasses either-and-or 
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thought. The same kind of intuitive leap is necessary 
in reading Stevens, rather than relying solely on logical 
analysis. One makes the leap when frustrated with attempts 
at logical analysis. The way to understand koans is to 
"get" them. 
Many of Stevens' riddle poems work on the same 
principle as the Zen koan. Nicholson describes riddles: 
"Therefore, the theme of the riddle as a form, as a genre, 
may be said to be a moment of illumination, the sense of 
recognition or the flash of identification (depending on 
difficulty), in which the reader sees the right image. 
This moment of illumination is not passive like a mood 
or habit--it is truly an act, like shifting the focus of 
the eyes from near to far. It is a shift in perception 
of exactly the sort that obsessed Stevens" (16). This 
shift in perception is the incoherent universe of the riddle 
suddenly becoming coherent. Stevens believed that all 
poems should act as riddles: "The poem must resist the 
intelligence/Almost successfully" (OP 71). 
The most obvious of Stevens' riddle poems is "Gray 
Stones and Gray Pigeons" (CP 140). This poem would work 
perfectly as a riddle if at the end it read "What is the 
archbishop?" The answer is the sun. The fireflies in 
the first stanza are the stars and the sexton of the third 
is the moon. The third and fourth stanzas describe the 
return of the sun at dawn. This lovely poem succeeds at 
the moment when you realize that the archbishop is the 
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sun and the meaning "clicks" into place. 
Stevens was once asked what this poem meant and he 
replied, "This is a perfect instance of destroying a poem 
by explaining it" (Letters 396). He hated explaining his 
poems for precisely this reason. As Nicholson explains, 
"Stevens' riddling resists the drift toward unconsciousness 
and impoverished perception that dominates ordinary life. 
Its purpose is to stimulate the image-thinking part of 
consciousness. The point of the riddle is the moment of 
insight that occurs when the riddle is understood" (29). 
"Six Significant Landscapes" (CP 75) also has some 
riddling characteristics. The poem, however, is more like 
a series of Zen drawings; the moment is captured exactly 
as it is. The last stanza is a celebration of humor and 
the imagination. The last line, "Rationalists would wear 
sombreros'' is very fanciful and works like a punch line. 
We are prepared for an explanation of the problems of 
"Rationalists, wearing square hats," and are surprised 
by the last line, which demonstrates the power of the 
imagination. 
Koans and jokes are a way to enlightenment. Watts 
describes this path: "the mind cannot act without giving 
up the impossible attempt to control itself beyond a certain 
point. It must let go of itself both in the sense of 
trusting its own memory and reflection, and in the sense 
of acting spontaneously on its own into the unknown" (Way 
139). Zen teachers use koans to shock their students into 
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enlightenment. While Stevens wasn't trying to cause 
enlightenment itself, his poetic goal was similar in his 
use of riddles and koan-like poems to that of Zen teachers. 
You are shocked into enlightenment of different 
degrees. There are big enlightenments and little 
enlightenments. To many, enlightenment seems to be void 
and empty "because it teases the mind out of thought, 
dumbfounding the chatter of definition so that there is 
nothing left to be said" (Watts, Way 131 ). It is disturbing 
to realize that the world, devoid of meaning and reality, 
is nothingness. True enlightenment, however, is a step 
beyond these existential feelings and is actually positive. 
Enlightenment is the realm of infinite possibility. 
When one laughs at a joke or realizes a great concept, 
one doesn't feel desolate; one feels euphoric. An important 
characteristic of enlightenment is the liberating and 
fruitful loss of self consciousness. 
Sukenick writes "Chaos is reality apprehended without 
the projections of the ego" (10). Stevens writes often 
about the world of chaos and nothingness. Miller argues 
that in Stevens' later poetry "nothingness is source and 
end of everything, and underlies everything as its present 
reality," ( 277) ••• "it is not to be identified with 
the hollowness of consciousness." ••• "This apparent 
defeat is the supreme victory, for the nothing is not 
nothing. It is. It is being. Being is a pervasive power, 
visible nowhere in itself and yet present and visible in 
all things" (279). Nothingness is the unifying 
characteristic of everything, and therefore is positive. 
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Few Zen writers discuss what enlightenment is actually 
like. It is difficult to discuss the ineffable. Basically, 
in an enlightened state, you act intuitively. "As soon 
as we reflect, deliberate, conceptualize, the original 
unconsciousness is lost and a thought intervenes. We no 
longer eat while eating, we no longer sleep while sleeping" 
(Suzuki, Archery vii). 
Simone Weil's idea of decreation is similar to the 
process of enlightenment and appealed to Stevens, who 
discusses it.in "The Relations between Poetry and Painting." 
"She says that decreation is making pass from the created 
to the uncreated, but that destruction is making pass from 
the created to nothingness" (NA 174-175). Miller writes 
further, "Modern man reaches reality by his power to 
annihilate obsolete mental fictions and reach the uncreated 
rock of real being. A savage rigor is required for this 
act" (247). When the opposite of creation, or adding 
interpretations to reality, takes place, one reaches the 
point, beyond metaphor, of pure reality. Stevens sees 
this point as positive, especially for the poet. 
Stevens' poem "The Course of the Particular" (OP 96) 
is about the process of enlightenment. Sukinick writes: 
"The 'particular' in question is the sound of the wind 
in the leaves, and its 'course' consists of the series 
of modifications in meaning that it undergoes in the mind 
of the observer who speaks the poem'' (197). The observer 
is perceiving only the leaves "And though one says that 
one is part of everything,/rhere is a conflict, there is 
a resistance involved" (OP 96). This resistance is the 
ego trying to assert itself by relating and interpreting 
the pure experience. The observer continues the search 
and finally the ego disappears in the last stanza. He 
hears the cry of the leaves and then: 
In the absence of fantasia, without meaning more 
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Than they are in the final finding of the ear, in the thing 
Itself, until, at last, the cry concerns no one at all. 
Another of Stevens' enlightenment poems is "Of Mere 
Being" (OP 117). It begins with "The Palm at the End 
of the Mind," _which is beyond thought. The "golf-feathered 
bird," who sings in the palm, sings "without human 
meaning,/Without human feeling." The bird exists beyond 
rational thought, and the observer is perceiving the bird 
without any projections of his ego. This dissolution of 
egocentric projection permits the bird to sing "a foreign 
song," one alien to human interpretation. 
The observer realizes "that it is not the reason/That 
makes us happy or unhappy." The bird does not determine 
our feelings about it. Without projections, the bird causes 
no emotions in the observer, so he perceives the bird just 
as it is: "The bird sings. Its feathers shine." His 
perception in the last stanza is in the mood of the 
rapturous, enlightened Zen meditator. He sees the bird 
exactly as it is. 
Stevens also has an enlightenment poem about an 
enlightened rabbit, "A Rabbit as King of the Ghosts" (CP 
209). The rabbit has been bothered by the cat all day. 
Now, in the evening, the rabbit becomes enlightened. The 
whole world is the rabbit's; even the light is 
"rabbit-light,/In which everything is meant for you/And 
nothing need be explained." The poem continues with the 
expansion of the rabbit's ego to fill the whole universe: 
The trees around are for you, 
The whole of the wideness of night is for you, 
A self that touches all edges, 
You become a self that fills the four corners of 
night. 
The cat becomes "a bug in the grass" compared to the 
expanded rabbit. This poem points to the paradox of the 
expanded ego which becomes so large that there is no ego 
left as self at all. 
Many Zen writers compare enlightened thinking to 
children's thinking. Suzuki describes this state very 
beautifully: "Man is a thinking reed but his great works 
are done when he is not calculating and thinking. 
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'Childlikeness' has to be restored with long years of 
training in the art of self-forgetfulness. When this is 
attained, man thinks, yet he does not think. He thinks 
like the showers coming down from the sky; he thinks like 
the waves rolling on the ocean; he thinks like the stars 
illuminating the nightly heavens; he thinks like the green 
foliage shooting forth in the relaxing spring breeze. 
Indeed, he is the showers, the ocean, the stars, the 
foliage" (Archery vii). 
The childlike characteristics of enlightenment can 
be understood if one pictures a child in play. The child 
has complete concentration and involvement in the game. 
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He doesn't have any self-consciousness. Very rarely do 
adults work with complete concentration and not 
self-consciousness. The greatest work we do is done when 
we are like a child playing. The goal of Zen is to possess 
the childlike concentration in every act and movement. 
This concentration is not an actual return to childhood, 
but a reclamation of the child's clarity tempered by 
experience. 
Stevens discusses the superiority of children's 
thinking in "Questions Are Remarks" (CP 462). It begins 
with the "green sprout why," which is that favorite question 
of children. The sun rises and "fails to destroy the 
antique acceptances." Man has always had ways of explaining 
what the sun is and why it rises. These explanations are 
creations of man and have little to do with the sun. The 
grandson, however, "sees it as it is." He asks his mother 
what it is and "his question is complete." 
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The two--year--old asks a pure question free from 
metaphor. He is seeing the sun as it is with no projections 
of the ego. His mother, using metaphor, tells him it is 
a "red horse." He is free to act purely and without self 
consciousness and doesn't say, "'Mother, my mother, who 
are you'/The way the drowsy, infant, old men do." He is 
superior to adults in his enlightened thinking. Of course, 
the child in this poem is Stevens' creation, possible only 
because of his experience as an adult. Stevens suggests 
striving towards a state which is metaphorically like a 
child's state, only vastly more meaningful because of 
experience. 
Zen writers have described the path to enlightenment. 
There is a series of drawings and poetry, popular with 
Zen artists, called the "Oxherding Pictures" (Suzuki, Manual 
128-129). They metaphorically describe the path to 
enlightenment. Stage one is "Searching for the Ox." The 
Ox is meaning or truth, what we all search for in our lives. 
Steps two through five are "Seeing the Traces," "Seeing 
the Ox," "Catching the Ox," "Herding the Ox" and "Coming 
Home on the Ox's back." These steps lead to the first 
enlightenment. The man sees the omnipresent nothingness 
(the traces), adapts it to himself (catching and herding) 
and makes it his own (riding home). 
The Ox is possessed by the man. Stage seven is "The 
Ox Forgotten, Leaving Man Alone." Nothingness becomes 
so familiar that it is forgotten. Stage Eight is "The 
Ox and the Man, Both Gone Out of Sight." This stage is 
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the stage of enlightenment, the moment of bliss and complete 
fulfillment. Instead of ending there, however, the series 
continues with "Returning to the Origin, Back to the 
Source." The man returns to the spot of searching for 
the Ox. Many series contain the tenth step which is 
"Entering the City with Bliss-bestowing Hands." This step 
represents re-entering the world of humanity, changed but 
continuing to live and search. The "bliss bestowing" man 
of the tenth step represents that "enlightenment " for 
which Zen students strive. 
Griswold discusses the danger of getting stuck in 
the "quietistic bliss" of the eighth step: "The student 
who gets trapped between these steps--who so treasures 
his initial discovery of nothingness he is unwilling to 
go beyond it, who holds tightly to this nothingness and 
smears and projects it upon the world is said in Zen to 
make the mistake of 'guarding the corpse.' When such a 
student comes to his teacher and reports he has found 'true 
emptiness,' the teacher is likely to shout 'Drop it!'" 
(14). Even nothingness is a form of projection which must 
be dropped in order to achieve further enlightenment. 
Watts writes that there are great satori and little 
satori (Way 161 ). Suzuki quotes a Zen poem which advises 
against getting stuck at one of the stages: "Pursue not 
the outer entanglement,/Dwell no in the inner void;/Be 
serene in the oneness of things,/And [dualism] vanishes 
by itself" (Manual 77). A favorite Zen hero is "The 
Laughing Buddha'' who spends his days passing out doughnuts 
instead of brooding over his new-found worldview (Muju 
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6). The warning not to get stuck between the stages appears 
over and over again in Zen literature. Stevens also 
discusses this problem of getting stuck in the fascination 
of an absolute discovery that itself becomes the absolute, 
negating the need to continue discovery and creation. 
In his essay "Imagination as Value," Stevens writes: 
"The world is no longer an extraneous object, full of other 
extraneous objects, but an image. In the last analysis, 
it is with this image of the world that we are vitally 
concerned. We should not say, however, that the chief 
object of the imagination is to produce such an image. 
Among so many objects, it would be the merest improvisation 
to say of one, even though it is one with which we are 
virtually concerned, that it is the chief. The next step 
would be to assert that a particular image was the chief 
image. Again, it would be the merest improvisation to 
say of any image of the world, even though it was an image 
with which a vast accumulation of imaginations had been 
content, that it was the chief image. The imagination 
itself would not remain content with it nor allow us to 
do so. It is the irrepressible revolutionist" (NA 151-152). 
Stevens, here, is addressing the mistake of thinking that 
you have found the absolute instead of realizing the 
necessity of continuing to search and create. 
Sukenick also discusses this necessity: "The thinker 
may escape the real world • • • for a consciousness pure 
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of reality. But the evasion of any idea of reality creates 
the need for another to take its place ••• unless the 
thinker manages to exclude all content from his 
consciousness • • • and remains in a hypnotic state that, 
perhaps, resembles the extinction of consciousness in mystic 
nirvana or, perhaps, merely the point of initiation in 
reverie. But one cannot sustain this state of mind any 
more than one can sustain its counterpart" (33-34). The 
state of mystic nirvana that Sukenick mentions is tempting. 
This state is any state in which one feels the power of 
having ar+ived at an answer. Consider, for example, when 
a person first comprehends an exciting new theory and is 
possessed with the theory for awhile. He thinks about 
it all the time and applies it to everything. In time, 
however, it becomes less important and, though it has 
changed him forever, he looks for new theories. 
Stevens' "The Plain Sense of Things" (CP 502) reads, 
"we had come to an end of the imagination." You come to 
the point of enlightenment where there is nothing left 
to be imagined and "it is difficult even to choose the 
adjective/For this blank cold, this sadness without cause," 
and yet, "the absence of the imagination had/Itself to 
be imagined." Even the perception of nothingness is a 
projection of the ego onto reality. It would be limiting 
to stop at this point. "Necessity requires" that 
imagination continue beyond nothingness. 
Stevens' poem "The Snow Man" (CP 9) is also about 
the necessity of re-entering the world of the imagination. 
Aitken writes that the Snow Man is not a literal snowman 
made of snow, but rather "a man who has become snow. A 
snowman is a child's construction; a Snow Man is a unique 
human being with 'a mind of winter"' (69-70). The man 
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in the poem has reached the eighth stage of the "Oxherding 
Pictures" at which there is no emotion or meaning in the 
scene, only pure perception. The man does not "think/Of 
any misery in the sound of the wind." The listener 
"beholds/Nothing that is not there and the nothing that 
is." The man perceives the nothingness of pure perception. 
"This is the nature of seeing or hearing for the Snow Man, 
perception by the self which has been killed with cold" 
(Aitken 69-70). 
In this poem Stevens shows that even the concept of 
nothingness is imposed and to remain in this state is a 
mistake. Jerome Griswold discusses this phenomena: "All 
these complex ceremonials are to lead to a vision of the 
world as it is and free of projections, but in the end 
Stevens shows that a covert form of projection still 
remains--the nothingness in the Snow Man himself is 
projected onto the world" (13). Stevens demonstrates that 
while seeing the world free of projection is an important 
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endeavor, even this minimal perception is itself a 
projection. Griswold also suggests that Stevens' elaborate 
explanation of the path to enlightenment in "The Snow Man" 
is somewhat tongue-in-cheek (13). As in Zen, Stevens' 
humor rests on paradoxes such as this one in which leaving 
enlightenment behind is the only way to continue it. 
Stevens says of the "Snow Man": "I shall explain 'The 
Snow Man' as an example of the necessity of identifying 
oneself with reality in order to understand it and enjoy 
it'' (Letters 464). Stevens stresses the importance of 
putting yourself into reality in order for it to have 
meaning. Yet, the Snow Man, even in complete unity with 
the nothing that is reality, must melt, must disappear 
even from the nothingness that marks his enlightenment. 
He describes a path to enlightenment in part to demonstrate 
the necessity of moving beyond that enlightenment. This 
paradox is the same one found in "The Oxherding Pictures": 
One strives for enlightenment only to return to the origin, 
as if one had never sought it. 
Like Robert Aitken, I read Stevens' "Tea at the Palaz 
of Hoon" (CP 65) as the companion and completion of "The 
Snow Man." Aitken explains: "When I was a young lay student 
in a Japanese Zen monastery, I was surprised at the way 
the monks would seem to equate confidence with religious 
realization. Their dignity was regal when genuine, merely 
arrogant when false, but in both instances, quite contrary 
to the humble attitude I had previously associated with 
religion" (72). The man in "Tea at the Palaz of Hoon" 
has this same air of "royal confidence." 
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Aitken compares Hoon to Buddha: "Hoon's descent 'in 
purple,' with its connotation of royalty, is the king-like 
nature of one who emerges from emptiness, like the Buddha 
rising from his profound experience under the Bodhi tree" 
(72). The Buddha sat under the Bodhi tree until he reached 
enlightenment, and then instead of remaining there, he 
rose and went to teach. 
Hoon moves through "The loneliest air," which is the 
loneliness of the Snow Man, but he emerges from the 
loneliness and finds "not less was I myself." Hoon created 
the world around him, once again using his imagination 
to be connected with his environment: "out of my mind the 
golden ointment rained,/And my ears made the blowing hymns 
they heard./I was myself the compass of that sea." His 
intense experience has changed the way he sees and hears 
and made him infinitely powerful for the moment. 
The last stanza reads: 
I was the world in which I walked, and what I saw 
Or heard or felt came not but from myself; 
And there I found myself more truly and more 
strange. 
Hoon moves beyond the stagnant revelation of the Snow Man 
and re-enters the world of creation and potential. He 
is changed and made holy by his experience, but he has 




I have sought to develop a model for reading the poetry 
of Wallace Stevens, paying special attention to the 
definitions and interrelation of terms such as logical 
thought, figurative thought, paradox, metaphor, imagination, 
koan, and enlightenment. Using concepts from Zen, I have 
focused on an intuitive, original approach to Stevens. 
Although not completely comprehensive, I believe my model 
is consistently helpful in reading Stevens' poems. 
A careful explanation of Zen writers' opinions of 
the nature of thought and language provides a way of 
exploring much of Stevens' language. Zen anecdotes 
demonstrate the figurative nature of thought and language 
as well as the mind's tendency to treat these figurative 
constructions as if they were literal. Much of Stevens' 
method and result is made clear by looking at his poetry 
from this perspective. 
Zen uses the koan to demonstrate the insufficiency 
of figurative projections for apprehending reality. The 
koan frustrates logic and forces an intuitive response 
which is the way to break the mind of its tendency to make 
metaphor literal. Stevens' riddle poems work in much the 
same way and, by understanding how koans work, one can 
develop a coherent reading of many Stevens' poems. 
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If Zen can be said to have a goal, that goal is 
enlightenment. My discussion of Zen enlightenment is a 
suggestion of one way to respond to many of Stevens' poems. 
He too was trying to create an.intuitive response outside 
of logic in the reader. Zen writers, though, are careful 
to point out that one must move on from enlightenment to 
further enlightenments. Stevens has many poems which can 
be comprehensively read as enlightenment poems, and which 
suggest the necessity of moving on to further 
enlightenments. By constructing a Zen model for reading 
Stevens' poetry, I hope I have illuminated that dynamic 
of renewed perception and continual creativity found in 
his poetics. 
Although I have explored these concepts in separate 
poems, all of them can be helpful in reading "Not Ideas 
about the Thing but the Thing Itself" {CP 534). Stevens 
placed the poem at the end of his Collected Poems, and 
it does work as a central, culminating statement about 
language. The title describes what the man in the poem 
attempts to do. He is trying to describe the thing itself, 
to find the exact words to refer to a sound he hears upon 
awakening. The question is whether or not the poem succeeds 
in doing what it sets out to do. 
The poem begins at the "earliest ending of winter." 
As in "The Snow Man," winter represents the absence of 
projective imagination. At the end of this barren time 
the man hears a "scrawny cry from outside." The poem is 
an attempt to discover the nature of the cry as it exists 
in literal reality. At first the cry "seemed like a sound 
in his mind.'' He thought that he only imagined the sound, 
creating it entirely from his imagination. 
In the second stanza, he projects meaning onto the 
cry. He identifies it as a sound and then as a bird, and 
then· places it "In the early March wind." This stanza 
represents the man's power of making meaning out of myriad 
sense impressions. The man has decided that the cry has 
meaning outside of his own imagination. 
In this poem, Stevens constantly uses language which 
describes the thing by saying what it is not. In stanza 
three he says the sun was "No longer a battered panache 
above snow," and "It would have been outside." The sun 
would have remained outside of his perception had he not 
projected meaning onto it. At this point, he has decided 
that the sun and the bird come from outside his mind, 
but are given meaning by him. He still must discover the 
exact nature of the cry. 
The fourth stanza again says what the sun (and the 
cry) are not: "It was not from the vast ventriloquism" 
of sleep. He decides that the sun is coming from outside. 
Sleep represents the dream world with no connection to 
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literal reality. As the man realizes he is not dreaming, 
he is a.ble to locate the cry outside of his own mind. 
In stanza five he tries to specify exactly what 
constitutes the cry. This complex stanza plays with the 
sound of "c." The man analyzes the cry so closely that 
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he hears a sound without sound: "A choirster whose c 
preceded the choir." The bird.is the choirster, and the 
sound is the choir; so he is able to hear the sound without 
hearing the sound. This perceptual shift can be compared 
to that provoked in the Zen koan "What is the sound of 
one hand clapping?" This koan is solved when one 
intuitively hears sound without sound. The man has reached 
the point of enlightenment. He has gotten so close to 
the actual reality of the cry that the cry has disappeared; 
he is perceiving without any projections of his ego onto 
the perceived. 
The last stanza completes his perceptual quest but 
leaves the object of the quest, the origin of the cry, 
inherently in the occasion of the cry: The act of the poem. 
He has been trying in each stanza to discern the thing 
itself. The last sentence of each stanza attempts to place 
the sound somewhere: "in his mind," in the "March wind," 
"Outside," and in the "colossal sun." In the last stanza, 
however, the cry is "Still far away.'' Instead of placing 
it, he ~as acquired "A new knowledge of reality." Actually, 
he only has acquired understanding "like/A new knowledge 
of reality." The thing itself is as far away as ever, 
and he must continue to intuit and to create, for therein 
lies the imagination: "The poem is the cry of its 
occasion,/Part of the res itself and not about it" (CP 
473). 
The poem succeeds at describing the thing itself. 
Like a koan, the poem requires an intuitive response to 
be understood. It presents the reality of the cry by not 
presenting it, and suggests the necessity of continuing 
that search in each poem that creates its own cry to hear 
the one not yet heard: 
This endlessly elaborating poem 
Displays the theory of poetry, 
As the life of poetry. A more severe, 
More harassing master would extemporize 
Subtler, more urgent proof that the theory 
Of poetry is the theory of life, 
As it is, in the intricate evasions of as, 
In things seen and unseen, created from nothingness, 
The heavens, the hells, the world, the longed-for 
lands (CP 486). 
My model for reading Stevens is not a final reading. 
The nature of a Zen model for reading Stevens is that 
it can never be compiete or definitive. My model, I hope, 
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opens Stevens to an endlessly elaborating reading. 
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